
 

Publications & Webinars 
 
Publications & Toolkits 
Looking for commentary about state plans for early learning under ESSA? The Center on 
Enhancing Early Learning Outcomes recently published Policy Brief: The State of Early Learning 
in ESSA: Plans and Opportunities for Implementation, which reviews state plans for early learning 
under ESSA submitted by last October, considering goals and policy priorities, integrating early 
learning into school improvement, and supporting early childhood educator development. 

Interested in the status of state planning for ESSA? Achieve has developed a tracking tool 
that summarizes the goals for student achievement and graduation rates, accountability 
indicators and weighting components of state accountability systems submitted to the U.S. 
Department of Education in their ESSA plans. Users can employ the tool to compare states and 
their plan components.  

Curious about ESSA’s reporting requirements? Last month the Education Commission of the 
States released Funding Transparency Under ESSA, which explains the new requirements states 
have for reporting per-pupil expenditures under ESSA and provides key considerations for states 
as well as information about technical assistance and support.  

Wondering when the Center on Innovations in Learning is holding its annual “Conversations 
with Innovators”? This annual event is scheduled for June 12-14, 2018, at Temple University in 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and will bring together innovation experts and invited guests for in-
depth conversation. 

Looking for data about student outcomes and college-and-career readiness? Last month 
Achieve published The State of American High School Graduates: What States Know (and Don’t) 
About Student Performance. Users can click on a particular state for more information.  
 
Seeking guidance for communications? The Building State Capacity and Productivity Content 
Center has produced the Strategic Communications Toolbox, which includes six modules and a 
webinar series and is intended “to help SEAs increase their capacity to support statewide 
education reform through coherent communication processes.” 

Seeking good ideas about helping districts with teacher mentoring and induction? Last 
month the Center on Great Teachers and Leaders published the Mentoring and Induction Toolkit, 
which includes resources and a webinar intended as “a ready-to-use resource for states working 
closely with districts to build strong mentoring and induction programs.” 
 
Wanting to know more about ways to improve assessment systems? The Center on 
Standards and Assessments has developed its Assessment System Visualizer tool to offer an 
interactive online tool that enables individuals to examine state, district, school, and classroom 
assessment systems and determine avenues to improvement. 

Interested in information about support for students with disabilities? The College & Career 
Readiness & Success Center published a brief earlier this year, How ESSA and IDEA Can 
Support College and Career Readiness for Students with Disabilities: Considerations for States.  
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Looking for new resources on school turnaround? The Center on School Turnaround 
recently published The Engagement Playbook: A Toolkit for Engaging Stakeholders Around the 
Four Domains of Rapid School Improvement, which is described as “a powerful framework for 
school turnaround with a focus on the human side of change.” This month the Center published a 
related document: Four Domains for Rapid School Improvement: Indicators of Effective Practice. 
 
Wanting to know more about the impact of state boards on early learning? The National 
Association of State Boards of Education (NASBE) published The Role of State Boards in 
Improving Early Childhood Education in January. Also from NASBE, Stepping Up for Early 
Childhood Education explores ways state policymakers can ensure all children have a strong 
start. 
 
Webinars 
 
Questions about technology in the classroom? T.H.E. Journal offers a series of on-demand 
webcasts related to technology in the classroom. 
 
Concerned about dropout issues? The National Dropout Center airs a webcast the second 
Tuesday of every month at 3:30 pm Eastern time called “Solutions to the Dropout Crisis.”  
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